CANTIERI CREATIVI JUMP IN
Via della repubblica 32 - 73037 Poggiardo (LE)
Tel: +39 338.98.70.596
Mail: valeriajumpin@hotmail.it
Web Site: WWW.JUMPINWEB.EU

LOOKING FOR 2 VOLUNTEERS FROM SLOVENIA
FOR EVS IN ITALY STARTING FROM 1ST APRIL
2019 IN THE SOUTH OF ITALY

ROLE OF THE VOLUNTEER AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The hosting organization , JUMP IN, operates a youth- and information center in collaboration with the
region, the local administraton and all the other NGO of the area.
JumpIn is a non-governmental Association, which deals with:
• cultural events (conference, seminars, cineforum, concerts, art exhibitions);
• intercultural activities (programmes and projects of youth mobility, education on international topics,
promotion of different cultures in Italy and abroad, welcome activities of tourists and foreigners,
promotion of Youth in Action Programme);
• Education activities (education projects in schools and on an extra-schools basis throughout a nonformal education method focused on active citizenship, European conscience, against racism and
xenophobia, human rights principles);
• Territorial promotion (promotion of its typical aspects, its artists, tourism, sport activities)
By hosting an EVS volunteer, the host organization would like to bring multicultural and international
flavour to it's permanent programs. The volunteer will have the opportunity to take part in every
cultural and ability developing programs, and to show the cultural, behavior differences between the
hosting and her own country.
The volunteer will be able to see and be involved in all activities of the association.
They can organize events , concert or theatre performance; they will take care of the public relation
with all media, newspapers, local TV and radio, with which collaborates jump in order to spread the
different initiatives; they will run a program inside the Jump in Online Radio; they will support the
organization of training workshops organized in the territory such us Graphic design, sound engineer,
recording engineer, Ancient crafts, Eco-friendly design, video etc. .. They will move towards one or more
laboratories, developing skills in the use of specific instruments.
The youngsters will also have activities with children, such as children's theater or creative
workshops.
They can also engage and get involved in the activity of tourism development creating some tourist
route connected to cultural, natural and gastronomic elements.
They will support the service "space europe" : information and assistance to young people who want to
do work experience in other European countries, participating in community programs such as
Leonardo.
In this project the volunteers will be able to experience different activities and fields of action and
everyone can bring their own personal proposals ; this will give the volunteer the opportunity to realize
personal projects and embarking on a path of creativity and empowerment.
Beside everyday activities (coffee-bar, bookshop, library) here are also organised cultural,
advertisement, artistic, musical events, creative workshops, professional trainings, language courses.
Participation of volunteers in this kind of activities would be very useful and needful. It would bring
new ideas to the daily work of the centres, new organisation skills, new forms of work. Volunteers will
get to know activities of local communities, youth organisations, life stile, traditions, social life.
The young volunteers will be hosted in this organizational reality, complete and complex, in which
there are a series infinity of possibilities and potential.

CANTIERI CREATIVI JUMP IN POGGIARDO TASK FOR THE VOLUNTEERS

This is the principal center of JUMP IN , its administrative office, where is carried out a work of
secretarial and administrative management ' organization of events and projects.
Also in this office are welcomed and listened all public and private interested in information or
collaborations.
The volunteer activities will be:
- helping in the office , or with the writing of emails, making of phone calls or translation of texts
which use the volunteer's language skills
- planning future activities for realizing evs advantages
- define the communication strategy of jump in
- Create workshop for kids
- Organize a programme or support the web radio
- They will learn how to record a radio program and broadcast it on the web.
- activities on valuating, analyzing and reporting
- Take part and promote the activities of jump in: advertise, prepare and take part into our
laboratories
- Writing on the newspaper
- Communicate the activities of the centre on social media and distributing printed material
- Manage the social media of Jump in, produce foto, video and other informative material

PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENT
ITALIAN LESSONS
Throughout their project, the volunteer will receive Italian lessons

We are able to provide to the volunteer 2 hours of Italian lessons 2 times for week for 2 month.
WORKING HOURS
5 days per week, 35 hours a week, maximum 7 hours a day . The holiday will be taken by the volunteer
upon a common agreement with the coordinating/hosting organisation.
POCKET MONEY
According to the Erasmus plus programme, the volunteer will receive a monthly pocket money
of 115 euro at the end of each month.
FOOD
The volunteer will receive a food allowance of 130 euro per month to buy food in supermarket.
ACCOMMODATION
Each volunteer takes the benefit of double room (separate beds) in shared apartment, with social
space for all volunteers, TV and hot water in the bathroom.
TRANSPORT
Volunteer do not need any transportation to arrive to the office, they will move by foot in the village.

Some information about the REGION OF SALENTO

SALENTO REGION
Salento (Salentu in local dialect) is the southeastern extremity of the Apulia region of Italy. It is a subpeninsula of the main Italian Peninsula, sometimes described as the "heel" of the Italian "boot".
“Salento: the sun, the sea, the wind” so goes the local saying; a perfect synthesis to describe this strip of
land between two seas: on one side, the Ionian of the Gulf of Taranto, which overlooks the NorthAfrican coast, on the other side the Adriatic, creating a bridge between east and west. For most of the
year the sun warms and colors the earth deep red, rich in iron and calcareous rock, while the wind,
coming inland from the coast brings with it the fragrance of the sea, refreshing the summer evenings.

The territory is a result of the perfect harmony of the heat of the sun, the generosity of the sea and the
steadfastness of the wind.
Salento is a peaceful land full of history and traditions whose strong points are its natural and
architectural beauties, hospitality, atmosphere, and of course sea and its coast.
There are no mountains. Moreover, the eyes would sweep over far horizons running into the ancient
architectures of the stone here and there.
A landscape where the nature has been hard and where only the climate and the stubbornness of man
has made it possible to produce the good products that for centuries has been made thanks to the noble
soil.
CLIMATE
Blessed with an average 300 days of sunshine per year, Puglia has a wonderful climate, the humidity is
generally minimal. A lovely dry heat warms your very bones, either whilst sitting in a piazza enjoying an
ice cream, or on the beach soaking up some rays before taking a dip in the clear waters of the Adriatic
Sea. Rainfall is scarce and only in winter months.
CUISINE
Puglia is a paradise for lovers of food. The region has a rich agricultural tradition and as a result, the
recipes use simple, locally grown ingredients to fabulous ends. Orecchiette pasta is the signature handmade pasta of the area. Besides there are mouth-watering burrata cheese, a type of fresh mozzarella.
Because of the long coastline, Puglia has a lot of seafood. Mussels, prawns and clams, exquisite dishes of
bream, cod and sea bass. Nevertheless, a lot of meal is eaten like lamb, the young beef (vitello), rabbit
are especially common here, and there is no shortage of flavorsome sausages and cured meats.

WINE
This region has a long history of wine making and is one of highest producing regions of Italy. One of
the oldest grapes in Europe the Greco is grown here and used to great effect in the excellent Greco del
Tufo white wine. However, it is perhaps for its red wine that Puglia is becoming increasingly well
known. The primitivo grapes, particularly grown in the southern central area around Mandurian has
for years produced the full bodied, award winning Primitivo di Manduria.
Also of note is the Salice Salentino a DOC wine using primarily the negroamaro grape.

HISTORY
Occupied by the ancient Greeks in the 7th century BC, Puglia has been colonized by extremely diverse
cultures, from Romans, to the Byzantines, the Normans and the Bourbons. With crucial ports that
served as gateways to the Holy Land for armies embarking on. The Crusades, it has long seen an eclectic
mix of eastern and western tradition. Evidence of this can still be seen in the Greek and Arabic
architecture of the medieval hilltop towns, nestling alongside Norman churches and baroque
cathedrals. Many of the towns and villages retain their old local dialects some of which have more in
common with Greek than Italian.
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